
The Tarraconensian Centre is an effort of the archbishopric of Tarragona to promote the culture of 

our society, and is located physically in the historic building of the Seminary of Tarragona. Its aim 

is to consolidate itself  as a cultural and social reference for the city of Tarragona, for Cataluña, for 

Spain and also on an international scale. The TC promotes cultural activities, and offers magnificent 

spaces for formative activities, cultural,  for firms and society of the maximum interest open to 

public and private organizations, institutions, employers, for our citizens and visitors to the city.

C/Sant Pau, 4
43003  Tarragona
Telephone for information: (+34) 977 247 190
Telephone for spaces 977 233 412  Ext 261
Person to contact: Marisa Jiménez Buedo

info@ctarraconense.cat
www.ctarraconense.cat

HOURS

9 h to 21h from Monday to Friday

GUIDED TOURS / PARTICULAR ACTIVITIES 
Contact Tarraconensian Centre. If you are interested on 
holding any act within these spaces, please forward your 
petition to the electronic address: 
info@ctarraconense.cat
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an historic place
In the high part of Tarragona, behind the cathedral is located the Tarraconensian Centre “El Seminario” 

(the Seminary), a space were come together part of the history of Tarragona: a section of the roman wall, 

the Chapel dedicated to Saint Paul (13th century), within  magnificent neo-classic cloisters one of them 

covered. The remodernisation of 2012 has equipped halls, rooms and spaces for exhibition with technology 

of a high level, to be converted into a space were can be celebrated meetings of from 15 persons to acts 

with upto 425 persons within a mark of great historical beauty. The installations are prepared for video 

conferences, international congresses with simultaneous translation and spaces for income parable events 

and exhibitions. 7000 m2 full of actual history and placed at the services of society and of culture.

EL SEMINARI

LA CATEDRAL

a space to discover
The building of the seminary contains singular spaces in its interior. The roman wall, 

the Cabiscol tower, the 13th century Chapel of Saint Paul, the pontificial library with 

more than 100.000 volumes, the Major chapel of Greek form, the “Cloister Space”, the 

Wall space, the Diocesan library, the Cloister of the Sacred Heart… a unique entorn 

which should be discovered and enjoyed.

a space for activities!
The Tarraconensian Centre within the mark of great historic beauty, has remodelled its 

installations to equip hall, rooms and exhibition spaces with high level technology, 

to convert itself into a reference were can be celebrated events from 15 to 425 persons, 

adapting to their needs and placing within reach spaces were can be held formations, 

book presentations, receptions, congresses, seminaries and social acts; rooms with 

adequate capacity to take in events and great presentations.
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